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Crafty Knowledges
I.
These articles explore the cultural work by which legal and ethnographic knowledge
come to constitute each other. In a sense, we can discern such conjunctural analyses
going back to Maine, or even Montesquieu. But some things truly are novel, and
in these comments I reflect on these articles’ novel attention to technologies of
knowledge production. It testifies to the richness of these articles that in an integrative
essay like this one, a commentator like myself can find so many connections to my
own research interests. I suspect that most scholars would find themselves in such a
productive position, though the specific connections would certainly vary. In drawing
out some of these connections, I hope not only to summarize some key insights of
these articles, but also to gesture toward ways in which they engage with broader
debates in social theory.
In focusing on technologies of knowledge production, these articles approach the
field site as constitutively emergent with ethnography, a stance Yngvesson and Coutin
analogize to the way in which quantum physics understands “the relationship between
a measured outcome and the much more contingent (and multiplicitous) history that
resulted in that outcome.” Elsewhere I have attempted to identify what is distinctive
about such an understanding of engaged sociality by distinguishing episteme (roughly,
“knowledge”) from techne (roughly, “craft”; see Boellstorff 2008). I am struck by
how these articles bring together ethnography, often taken to epitomize episteme,
with law, often taken to epitomize techne. The articles thereby investigate modalities
of knowing technique that cannot be fully registered under the sign of knowledge.
We find, indeed, crafty knowledges.
II.
Temporality emerges as a foundational concern of these studies and is often construed
as one mode of crafting knowledge. For instance, Yngvesson and Coutin investigate
the temporal constitution of place in migration and adoption, which otherwise might
seem to be quintessentially geographical (and only indirectly temporal) phenomena.
In particular, they examine how law often acts in the present to define past events.
This fantastical causal directionality reveals law’s status as a form of techne crafting
social realities, not just a form of episteme that narrowly determines the truth value
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of statements. This interest in temporality has much to offer the theory and prac-
tice of ethnography, particularly given the eclipsing of evolutionary anthropological
approaches that, for all their limitations, historicize culture in ways that many cur-
rently dominant approaches—with their continuing tacit debts to functionalist and
structuralist epistemologies—do not.
As Justin Richland notes with relation to Greenhouse’s notion of “time politics”
(Greenhouse 1996) and Fabian’s notion of the “denial of coevalness” (Fabian 2002),
questions of time remain important to ethnographic knowledge. Matti Bunzl has
commented with regard to Fabian’s argument that
traditional forms of ethnographic representation require the constitutive
suppression of the dialogical realities generating anthropological insights
in the first place. In the objectifying discourses of a scientistic anthro-
pology, ‘Others’ thus never appear as immediate partners in a cultural
exchange but as spatially and, more importantly, temporally distanced
groups. [Bunzl 2002:x].
Allochronism can thus be seen as a temporal analogue to what Justin Richland
identifies as “interdiscursivity.” It allows for knowledge across cultural difference
through shared time. This links up with Lindsey Richland’s helpful rephrasing of
“time” in terms of “timing” (see also my discussion of “queer timing” in Boellstorff
2007a, Introduction). “Timing” suggests the coordination of agency with context.
How do both law and ethnography predicate knowledge upon being in the right place
at the right time?
We could draw further from Lindsey Richland’s analysis to ask how ethnogra-
phy works through implicit notions of “reaction time.” In cognitive psychology,
this is the anticipation of experimental agency, the interval until the research sub-
ject pushes the button in response to, say, a light on a screen. Yet this individ-
ualized reaction time is held to reveal properties of an abstracted human being.
How do ethnographers, in their participant-observing engagements with culture,
seek moments when their interlocutors “push the button” in response to social
context?
These varied notions of time have consequences for questions of power and in-
equality. For instance, in examining relationships between temporality and identity
with reference to transsexuality, Conley explores how what I have elsewhere termed
“straight time” (Boellstorff 2007b) heteronormalizes the social. Assumptions about
narrative temporal continuity render transsexual subjectivities untimely, even as they
play a constitutive role in demarcating the temporal trajectories of the normative life
course. Transsexuals can thus be figured as temporal criminals defining the timing as
well as the gendering of the proper citizen.
III.
The question of language’s relationship to law and ethnography appears repeatedly
in these articles. For instance, Conley’s attention to the role of language in the
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constitution of the gendered subject finds its analogues in the centrality of language
to both law and ethnography, the writing of culture. Conley’s analysis resonates
with a long history of work on language and thought represented by scholars like
Benjamin Lee Whorf, Edward Sapir, and John Lucy; it raises important questions
for legal and ethnographic representation across languages, a topic addressed by
Justin Richland. As Conley notes, English gender marking is quite minimal com-
pared to many languages, appearing with greatest salience in the personal pronouns.
However, many languages have even less gender marking than English (e.g., many
Austronesian languages). An interesting problem is posed by languages that have
no obligatory gender marking (in Indonesian, e.g., dia refers to “she,” “he,” and
“it”). In cultural contexts where such languages are present or dominant, forms of
transgenderism nonetheless exist and are often difficult to present in law. What verb,
then, best represents the relationship of language to law and ethnography—does
language reflect, determine, inflect, shape, constitute, or articulate? What, in Yn-
gvesson’s and Coutin’s words, is “lost in translation” in the languaging of law and
ethnography?
IV.
Another domain through which, in varying ways, all these articles approach the
techne of knowing is by attending to relations between selfhood and the social. In
exploring the place of identity in the Civil Rights Act of 1990, Carol Greenhouse asks
how forms of legal discourse around selfhood became a “vernacular social science”
in the context of civil rights debates. Greenhouse argues that it is no coincidence that
this was also the period during which questions of knowledge and truth moved to
the forefront of debates over the future of anthropological inquiry. The key shift is
the rhetorical move which, in Greenhouse’s terms, makes “race a personal attribute,
and makes the separation of the individual from the mass both a moral distinction
and a precondition for equality.” In this regard, it is striking how Lindsey Richland
identifies resonances between the place of the “cognitive” and the “cultural” in the
respective disciplinary enterprises of psychology and anthropology. Both concepts
ostensibly index collective capabilities, yet often end up being equated with personal
attributes. As Greenhouse notes, “life stories” fail as narratives of identity to invoke
a public of shared harm and shared justice when a neoliberal vision of sociality
constitutes law as concerned with “individual lives awaiting their literal realization
in the ongoing history of the nation.”
V.
Greenhouse’s analysis reflects how all these authors address questions of authority
that reflect back on technologies of ethnographic and legal knowledge. In imbricating
their ostensibly different research projects on immigration and transnational adoption,
Yngvesson and Coutin employ a classic strategy of ethnographic surrealism that “val-
ues fragments, curious collections, unexpected juxtapositions” (Clifford 1981:540).
This I would term a “dubbing” of otherwise incompatible cultural logics (see Boell-
storff 2005) for which the question “what is lost in translation” may be obviated rather
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than answered. Rather than the imaginary of translation, haunted by its inevitable
failure, “dubbing” forges meaning through the holding-together of the otherwise in-
compatible, like a cat both alive and dead. Nothing need be lost in dubbing because
dubbing is built around an absence. Translation struggles with what is seen to be the
inevitable loss of knowledge in the asymptotic gap between an original and a trans-
lation that by definition cannot be identical with it. In contrast, dubbing predicates
knowledge on a gap between moving lips and heard speech. There is no asymptotic
melancholia because there is no fantasy of eliminating the gap in service of perfected
meaning. For dubbing, the gap is the meaning; more precisely, it is the techne crafting
new knowledge.
How might these questions of authority and authenticity share complex genealo-
gies with the tensions between “tradition” and “law” in the Hopi tribal court
cases examined by Justin Richland, or the interplay between gendered selfhood
and social regimes of gender illuminated by Conley? It is in the context of these
problematics that Yngvesson and Coutin ask if illegal immigrants into the United
States have really “entered” the space of the United States at all—and if not,
what are the ethnographic and political consequences of such ghostly presences?
How, for instance, might ethnography sometimes work to place those it studies
“behind bars,” of fixing—even on an implicit level—persons and cultural log-
ics to specific understandings of place and belonging construed in terms of the
“field?”
For ethnographers, questions of methods based on elicitation versus observation are
crucial, going back to Malinowski’s distinguishing what people say they do from
what they actually do (Malinowski 1922:11–13). How might Lindsey Richland’s
analysis compel us to ask how participant observation might be a form of “partic-
ipant elicitation” as well? Recalling her discussion of holding things constant in
experimental psychology, what aspects of social life does ethnography work to “hold
constant”—even when in a multi-sited frame of mind? In this regard, Conley shows
how an analogy structures the processes by which ethnography creates the fiction
of coherent field sites and coherent subjects, even while disavowing such acts of
creation.
VI.
Like all the authors in this collection, Conley is thus examining the forms of what
she terms “sense-making” in ethnography. This recalls how ethnographic knowledge
is situated knowledge (Haraway 1988), and is thus situated data and situated theory
as well. Questions of sense-making lead me to ask after the analytical purchase of an
ethnography that “didn’t make sense.” What form of knowledge and craft would such
an ethnographic approach offer, in what might first appear as a moment of refusal?
I discern a connection here between Conley’s analysis and that of Justin Richland,
when he examines the imperative for proponents of Hopi traditions to establish the
existence of these traditions. This appears as an imperative for sense-making, but
as articulated through the dominance of Western law it rests on a contradiction,
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given that the notion of tradition in the West is that it is that which does not require
“establishing,” since it is the pregiven quality of a “people.”
It is in regard to these questions of establishment, of sense-making, that these articles
offer an insightful critique of technologies of knowledge production. At issue is how
forms of ethnographic and legal analysis remain forms of argumentation predicated
upon what Justin Richland explores as “hearsay.” He shows how the Hopi quotative
particle “yaw” (as they say) shapes notions of tradition and authenticity in Hopi
tribal courts, yet sometimes can be disembedded from cultural narrative and thereby
dismissed as “hearsay.”
I can use this analysis to pose some concluding questions for the crafting of le-
gal and ethnographic knowledge. How might it be that anthropologists themselves
say “yaw” when engaging in cultural analysis? What traditions of authority do they
thereby cite? How do anthropologists represent and understand culture in terms
of what we could term ethnographic hearsay? What quotative theory of the so-
cial underwrites conjunctions of legal and ethnographic knowledge? What alternate
traditions, or alternatives to tradition, might anthropologists draw upon in our on-
going efforts to reconfigure ethnographic analysis for times that are nothing if not
uncertain?
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